The highest vertical of any resort between the Adirondacks/Laurentians and the Rockies.

Drones or model aircraft use by guests, commercial operators, or the media is prohibited at Bristol Mountain Resort.

THE HIGHEST VERTICAL OF ANY RESORT BETWEEN THE ADIRONDACKS/LAURENTIANS AND THE ROCKIES

1,200' Vertical Rise

1,200' Summit Elevation
38 Slopes and Trails
2 Miles - Longest Run
3 km - Nordic/XC Terrain
100% Snowmaking
24" - 60" Average Base
96% Lighting
32% Beginner
55% Intermediate
13% Advanced

The terrain creates a variety of trails for every skier and snowboarder - from beginner to expert.

These symbols indicate a relative degree of difficulty of a particular slope or trail compared with all other slopes and trails at Bristol Mountain.

SLOW ZONES:
High concentration of slow skiers or entry level skiers. You must reduce your speed in these areas.

RACE TRAILS:
May be periodically closed for races.

Drones or model aircraft use by guests, commercial operators, or the media is prohibited at Bristol Mountain Resort.

KNOW THE CODE!